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68. close partnerships between a local church and its diocesan pastoral structures are needed if its leaders are to encourage meaningful participation of lay christians in church life and in the pursuit of social justice. already, significant effort and responsibility is being placed upon the laity to participate in the mission and to fulfil ministries needed
to transform and transform lives. yet the laity are often obliged to delegate a great deal of responsibility and to limit their own involvement. they should be encouraged to become more involved in parish ministry so that they can contribute to it rather than be totally excluded. this also applies to the diocese and the higher hierarchical structures
of the church. 69. the present-day need to develop a loving and mutually responsible relationship between people and the church arises from the need to develop responsible lay people. on the whole, the laity are responding well to the challenge of being called to be fully involved in the mission of the church, especially in providing care for their

parish communities. as a church, we are called to be aware of the need for the laity to participate in the churchs mission. they should not be kept, even at times, in the lesser role of spectators. instead, there should be a constant interaction between the laity and the priests, regular and frequent dialogue between them and the church. 70. the
laity, as lay people, have the right to make a full contribution to the life of the church, to be involved in the life of the church, to develop their own personal identity and role, and to feel free to serve the life of the church and to play a part in it. only through them can the church be charged with the great challenge of pastoral care, particularly in

helping the poor and the suffering. we realize that this means often re-examining basic assumptions in working with, and through, the laity. lay people have two roles to fulfil: to encourage their priests to become involved in their parish communities and to be involved themselves. the laity have a twofold mission:
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in july 1988, the palestinian authority (pa) was established in the west bank, with a capital in jericho. while the intifada and its attendant violence did not end until 1993, the pa was able to establish and expand its presence over the next five years, despite the israelis objection, and the subsequent rise of the second intifada. settlements in the
west bank grew from 1,700 units in 1988, to 5,000 units in 1991, and to 11,400 in 1999, according to the uns ocha. [291] in 1988, the israeli government legalized the gush katif settlements, some 28,000 of which were built on land expropriated from the palestinians in the gaza strip, but under israeli civilian rather than military jurisdiction. [292]

this complemented an already ongoing trend of israeli military governors occupying large tracts of territory without consulting the pa and the new pa government. for its part, the pa government had no authority over areas under israeli military control and did not even represent the 1.5 million palestinians living in the west bank at the time.
those in area c (60 percent) had limited power to govern and their rules of engagement with israel and the international community were similarly dependent on israelis decision. [293] the pa tried to dissuade its population from joining the new intifada, which would inflame the conflict further, but later floundered as the intifada erupted, causing

thousands of deaths, thousands of injuries, and the destruction of some 200,000 homes. [294] another state of emergency was declared in gaza in november 1988, following the firing of missiles at israel. the pa retaliated and began launching rockets across the border. the closure of gaza and the subsequent restrictions on it also severely
hindered the pas ability to govern the enclave, thereby contributing to the second intifada. restrictions on the movement of goods and people, and a severe shortage of medicine and electricity also hampered living conditions. [295] as israeli settlement growth continued, the pa provided the building blocks for a modus vivendi to form, the oslo

accords. the israelis agreed to release 104 of the 104,000 palestinians held in detention in 1988. 5ec8ef588b
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